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Sensational Black Proof finish!
Using state-of-the-art technology
to explore ‘Australia at night’, the
2018 $1 Platypus 1oz Silver Black
Proof illustrates numismatics’
eternal quest to break new ground.
Mintage 1,000 – sure to sell out!
2018 $1 Platypus 1oz
Silver Black Proof
Official Issue Price

$

169
18191

´´ A stunning, innovative

tribute to the iconic
platypus
´´ Struck to Proof

quality from 1oz
of 99.9% silver
´´ Extraordinarily low

mintage – just 1,000
coins available!

´´ Official Niue legal

tender issue –
measures 38.60mm
´´ Beautifully presented

within a plush case
´´ Complete with a

numbered Certificate
of Authenticity

NEW
RELEASES

Full steam ahead in full-colour!
Celebrating the 75th anniversary of the 3801 Locomotive –
which entered service in 1943 and will return to the tracks
in 2018 – this full-colour Australian legal tender coin will be
targeted by train buffs and coin collectors alike. Importantly,
this unique type will not be issued for circulation! A musthave for a complete collection, each coin from the mintage of
30,000 is set in an informative RAM card.
2018 50c 3801 Steam Train Cu-Ni Unc
Official Issue Price

1795

$

18722

2018 Royal Birth Silver Penny BU

A unique Australian legal
tender type, featuring
an ‘S’ counterstamp,
this Rascals & Ratbags
Unc $1 was issued at
Sydney’s Royal Easter
Show. Set in a RAM
pack – top value at
just $12.95!
2018 $1 Rascals & Ratbags S Counterstamp Al-Br Unc

2

1295

$

18515

18628

An official British
tribute to the birth
of Prince Louis, the
20.32mm sterling silver
BU penny is beautifully
presented in an official
Royal Mint case. A
great gift for any
new parent in 2018!

An affordable, exclusive
tribute to the Coronation
65th Anniversary, with
just 7,500 issued, this
limited edition PNC is
headlined by the Perth
Mint’s unique 30.60mm
Australian legal tender $1.
2018 $1 65th Anniversary of the Queen's Coronation PNC
Official Issue Price

1250

$

59

$

18680

Set in a RAM pack,
this unique Australian
legal tender $1 tribute
to Sir John Monash
will not be issued for
circulation and will
never be found in
change! Must-have for
a complete collection!
2018 $1 Sir John Monash Al-Br Unc
Official Issue Price

15

$

18345

Powerful Owl,
Powerful Coin

NEW
RELEASE

Majestic, prestigious and extremely exclusive,
Downies is delighted to present the latest in
the Endangered & Extinct Series – the 2018
$100 Powerful Owl 1oz Gold Proof!
Struck to the pinnacle of Proof quality from
1oz of 99.99% pure gold, this official legal
tender coin is distinguished by an intricately
detailed depiction of this iconic Australian bird
of prey. Rendered in fully struck-up relief, the
portrayal of the Powerful Owl contrasts brilliantly
with the full-colour representation of the night
sky. With the mintage just 150, swoop down on
this opportunity now!
´´ Struck to immaculate

Proof quality from
1oz of 99.99% pure,
prestigious gold
´´ Extremely exclusive,

the worldwide
mintage has been
restricted to a mere
150 coins!
´´ An official Niue

legal tender issue –
spans an impressive
38.61mm in diameter

´´ Set in a timber case

with an individually
serial-numbered
Certificate of
Authenticity
´´ Each coin is

edge-numbered
– matching the
numbered Certificate
of Authenticity!
2018 $100 Powerful Owl
1oz Gold Proof
Official Issue Price

2,995

$

17767

Order today, call us on 1300 788 358

Video now available online!
www.downies.com
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Indigenous Portfolio Premiu
Important, historic and beautifully presented,
the brand new Indigenous Australia Coin &
Banknote Portfolio Premium Edition is also
very, very exclusive. The limited edition has
been set at a mere 500!
Presented within a high-quality, illustrated
hardback portfolio, this impressive new release
comprises three limited edition Silver Proofs – the
1988 $1, 1988 $2 and 2017 Pride & Passion 50c.
The perfect complement, the Silver Proofs are
united with Uncirculated examples of the Johnston/
Stone DPS Last Prefix $1 and 1988 Bicentenary
Commemorative Overprint $10.

NEW
RELEASE

With only 500 sets issued worldwide, act now to
ensure you are one of the privileged few to enjoy
this distinctively Australian presentation.
´´ Unites Silver Proof examples of the 1988

Bicentenary $1, 1988 Bicentenary $2 and 2017
Pride & Passion 50c
´´ Also features the Johnston/Stone DPS Last

Prefix $1 and 1988 Bicentenary Commemorative
Overprint $10 with AA prefix – both in Unc!
´´ Presented within a sturdy, hardback portfolio,

packed with information
´´ An exclusive limited edition, with a mere 500

sets issued worldwide
Indigenous Coin & Banknote
Portfolio Premium Edition
Official Issue Price

4

$

379
17934

Video now available online!
www.downies.com

um Edition - just 500 issued!

2017 50c Pride & Passion
Silver Proof

1988 $1 Bicentennial
Silver Proof

1988 $2 Bicentennial
Silver Proof

For more information or to order, email us at info@downies.com
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Australia’s $2 series in sparkling Uncirculated qualit
Your chance to own TWELVE
2018-dated examples of Australia’s
classic circulating $2 types – ten of
which you can only get in this set!
– this stunning new collection will
create havoc amongst collectors.
The RAM’s circulating $2
commemoratives form one of the
hottest series in numismatics.
Naturally catching the eye of collector
and non-collector alike, the extremely

6

low-mintage full-colour $2 types
are particularly sought after, with
every one hoarded out of circulation.
Even if you are lucky enough to find
one in your change, it will not be
in Uncirculated condition – and
definitely not in the quality seen here.
Struck to a much higher standard
than the coins found in your change,
this spectacular set comprises twelve
2018-dated $2 Uncirculated coins –

including EIGHT in full-colour! A
must-have for a complete collection,
the set is highlighted by some of
Australia’s most desirable decimal
types, including 2018-dated
examples of the Red Poppy $2,
Purple Coronation $2 and Green
Remembrance $2! The set also
includes 2018-dated examples of a
Maklouf Portrait Aboriginal Elder $2
and a Decimal 50th Anniversary $2!

NEW
RELEASE

ty!
Presented within an official RAM
´´ Comprises TWELVE
pack, this inspired set is also defined
2018-dated $2 coins –
by extremely limited availability and
ten of which you can only
an astonishingly low Official Issue
get in this set!
Price. At a mere $75 – just $6.25c
´´ Australian legal tender
per coin! – the mintage of 30,000
– flawless Unc quality!
will be crushed beneath the weight of
demand. Do not miss this opportunity! ´´ Just 30,000 issued – each
set in an official RAM pack
2018 $2 Two Dollar 30th
Anniversary Unc Collection
Official Issue Price

$

75

18631

´´

Incredible value – pay just
$6.25 per Unc coin!

The collection features three different obverse types
– the Maklouf Portrait type, the Rank-Broadley Portrait
type, and the Decimal Currency 50th Anniversary type

Order online safely and securely at www.downies.com
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Warriors from the West!
Honouring the legendary Vikings, this unique 99.99%
silver coin is a breathtaking addition to the acclaimed
Warfare Coin Series.
A stunning work of numismatic art, the reverse depicts
the Vikings launching a raid from one of their famous
longships. Portraying the Viking warriors charging
through the water, and roaring furiously in a bid to terrify
their victims, every detail of this fearsome scene is
captured in stunning High Relief quality.
Exclusive, the mintage of the 40.60mm 2018 $2 Warfare
– Vikings 2oz Silver Antique has been set at 2,000
coins – each set in an official case with a numbered
Certificate of Authenticity.
2018 $2 Warfare - Vikings
2oz Silver Antique
Official Issue Price

$

199
18717

Dragon sparks
fiery demand

2018 $1 Dragon 1oz Silver BU

8

3995

$

18229

Australia’s first silver
rectangular dragon coin,
this stunning release has
sparked predictably fiery
demand. Capturing the
essence of this iconic
mythological creature,
with the dragon in pursuit
of a flaming pearl, each
47.60mm x 27.60mm
Australian legal tender
coin is struck from
99.99% silver.

NEW
RELEASE

Looney Tunes
in Silver!
An officially licensed
Warner Bros product, this
Tuvalu legal tender tribute
to Tweety is struck to
Proof quality from 1/2oz
of 99.99% silver. Taken
from a mintage of 5,000
coins – each set in an
official display case with
a numbered Certificate.

2018 50c Looney Tunes Tweety 1/2oz Silver Proof
Official Issue Price

75

$

18716

TM & © WBEI (s18)

For more products from the Perth Mint visit www.downies.com/PerthMint
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2oz of 99.99% pure gold

Mintage just 150 coins!

Uniting two iconic Chinese symbols in one entrancing design, the
Australian legal tender 2018 $200 Dragon & Tiger High Relief 2oz
Gold Proof is a precious metal masterpiece. Struck from 2oz 99.99%
gold, each 36.60mm coin is complete with a Certificate. Mintage 500!

A prestigious acquisition for any collector, this breathtaking 2oz
99.99% gold High Relief tribute to the iconic koala has a mintage of
just 150. Spanning 36.60mm, the 2018 $200 Koala High Relief 2oz
Gold Proof is set in a Perth Mint case with a Certificate.

2018 $200 Dragon & Tiger
High Relief 2oz Gold Proof
Official Issue Price

5,749

$

18627

2018 $200 Koala High Relief
2oz Gold Proof
Official Issue Price

$

5,749
18719

NEW
RELEASE
NEW
RELEASE

Exquisite High Relief quality

Struck from 5oz of 99.99% silver!

Struck on concave surfaces to ensure the optimal flow of the 99.99%
gold, as with all Perth Mint High Relief coins, the 2018 $100 Koala
High Relief 1oz Gold Proof has a mintage of just 500. Spanning
27.30mm, each coin is set in an official case with a Certificate.

Spanning an impressive 50.60mm, and comprising FIVE OUNCES of
99.99% silver, this stunning Australian legal tender coin is extremely
exclusive. The mintage is just 500! Underpinned by a brilliant High
Relief strike, each coin is set in a case with a Certificate.

2018 $100 Koala High Relief
1oz Gold Proof
Official Issue Price

2,999

$

18720

2018 $8 Koala High Relief
5oz Silver Proof
Official Issue Price

Order today, call us on 1300 788 358

$

499
18718
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Official, affordable and exclusive
With the limited edition of 500 devastated by demand at the show,
the 2018 $1 Lest We Forget Brisbane Money Expo PNC will soon
disappear from the market. Distinguished by the Perth Mint’s unique
Australian legal tender 2018 $1 Lest We Forget BU, as well as an
individually numbered envelope carrying a Brisbane Money Expo
overprint and an official Australian stamp, we recommend you act
now. Tiny number in stock – sell-out certain!
2018 $1 Lest We Forget
Brisbane Money Expo PNC

3995

$

18728

From the superbly designed stamp to the beautifully illustrated
envelope to the Perth Mint’s stunning full-colour $1, this tribute to
the Crabeater Seal instantly catches the eye – as does the limited
edition! Only 500 individually numbered 2018 $1 Crabeater Seal
Brisbane Money Expo PNCs were issued – each graced with a
Brisbane Money Expo overprint – and that tiny limited edition was
instantly snapped up at the show. Don’t miss this opportunity!
2018 $1 AAT Crabeater Seal
Brisbane Money Expo PNC

Highlighted by a brilliantly illustrated official envelope, as well as
the RAM’s not-issued-for-circulation Armistice $1, the 2018 $1
Armistice Brisbane Money Expo is very exclusive. Complete with an
individually numbered envelope featuring a Brisbane Money Expo
overprint, a mere 750 PNCs were issued at the show and that tiny
figure naturally sold out at speed. We have just a few available – do
not delay your order!
2018 $1 Armistice
Brisbane Money Expo PNC

10

3995

$

18724

3995

$

18727

– Brisbane Money Expo issues!

NEW
RELEASES

An official Gold Coast Commonwealth Games issue, featuring the
RAM’s not-issued-for-circulation 2018 Commonwealth Games
50c, this Brisbane Money Expo PNC has a limited edition of 500
– completely sold out at the show! Featuring a unique, official,
individually numbered envelope, complete with a Brisbane Money
Expo overprint, Downies secured a tiny allocation of this exclusive
release as a result of our attendance at the show.

4995

$

2018 50c XXI Commonwealth
Games Brisbane Money Expo PNC

18725

Marking the 50th anniversary of the Battles of Coral & Balmoral,
and honouring all who served in the Vietnam War, this exclusive
PNC has a limited edition of just 500. Headlined by a not-issued-forcirculation coin type from the RAM, the 2018 50c Coral & Balmoral
Brisbane Money Expo PNC features a unique, official, individually
numbered envelope, complete with a Brisbane Money Expo
overprint. Sold out at the show, we have just a handful available.
2018 50c Coral & Balmoral
Brisbane Money Expo PNC

Taken from a strictly limited mintage of
2,500, the 2018 $1 B Privymark Al-Br
Unc instantly sold out at the Brisbane
Money Expo. Secured by Downies as
result of our attendance at the show,
each coin is presented in an official RAM
pack. Must-have at a mere $19.95!
2018 $1 B Privymark Brisbane
Money Expo Al-Br Unc

1995

$

18723

3995

$

18726

We also have a tiny number of the 2018
$1 P Privymark Al-Br Unc remaining in
stock! Mintage just 2,500 – completely
sold out at the Perth Money Expo!
See Order Form
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Within the reach of all collectors

Official British tribute in silver

Within your reach at $29.95, the 2018 £5 Coronation 65th
Anniversary Cu-Ni BU gives everybody the chance to own an official
British tribute to this major Royal landmark. Spanning 38.61mm,
each British legal tender coin is set in an official Royal Mint pack.

Struck to the Royal Mint’s exquisite Proof standard from 28.28g of
silver, this official British legal tender £5 is taken from a mintage of
just 6,500. A lasting precious metal memento, each 38.61mm coin
is set in an official case with a numbered Certificate.

2995

$

2018 £5 Coronation 65th
Anniversary Cu-Ni BU

18620

2018 £5 Coronation 65th
Anniversary Silver Proof

$

149
18621

NEW
RELEASE

NEW
RELEASE

Featuring a non-milled
edge, this unique 2018
Sovereign features a
Sapphire Jubilee privymark
with ‘65’ set in a crown!

Struck from 39.94g of GOLD

Struck on the day! Mintage just 650!

Crafted from a massive 39.94g of 22-carat gold, the British legal
tender 2018 £5 Coronation 65th Anniversary Gold Proof is majestic,
prestigious and exclusive. The limited edition has been set at a mere
550 coins – each set in an official case with a numbered Certificate.

Struck on the actual day of the Coronation 65th Anniversary, the
650-coin mintage of this official Royal Mint Gold Sovereign sold
out instantly. We secured a tiny allocation of coins – each set in an
official case – but our stock will be devastated in days.

2018 £5 Coronation 65th
Anniversary Gold Proof

12

4,450

$

18622

2018 Coronation 65th Anniversary
Celebration Sovereign BU

1,195

$

18623

For more products from the Royal Mint visit www.downies.com/RoyalMint

Sumptuous Sapphire Sensation
Struck from 1oz of pure 99.99% gold, this exclusive tribute to
the Elizabeth II Coronation 65th anniversary is notable for one
very special feature. It is adorned with a genuine SAPPHIRE!
Taken from a mintage of just 150, the 2018 $100 Coronation
65th Anniversary Sapphire 1oz Gold Proof carries a majestic
design upon its expansive 40mm flan. Dominated by the
Imperial State Crown, as well as an array of Royal emblems,
the addition of a genuine blue sapphire to the reverse is an
inspired and entirely appropriate finishing touch.
We have a tiny number of this official Niue legal tender coin
remaining in stock – each beautifully presented within a plush
case with a numbered Certificate of Authenticity.
2018 $100 Coronation 65th
$
Anniversary Sapphire 1oz Gold Proof
17770
Official Issue Price

3,250

Video now available online!
www.downies.com

Your last opportunity?
A phenomenal fusion of full-colour, pure 99.9% silver and an
exotic format, the 2018 $1 Coronation 65th Anniversary Royal
Star 1oz Silver Proof is also remarkably exclusive. The worldwide
mintage is just 900 – but even that doesn’t tell the whole story.
Just 300 coins from that mintage were allocated to Australia!
Featuring a powerful portrait of the young Queen, international
interest in this stunning 40mm x 40mm Silver Proof saw
600 coins instantly dispatched overseas. With the 300-coin
Australian allocation already severely depleted, Downies has
a tiny number of this unique Tokelau legal tender issue left
in stock – each set within a plush case with a numbered
Certificate of Authenticity.
2018 $1 Coronation 65th Anniversary
Royal Star 1oz Silver Proof
Official Issue Price

199

$

17536

Video now available online!
www.downies.com

Order online safely and securely at www.downies.com
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Halfpenny Heaven
Complete your collection!
Your big chance to complete the
1911-64 Halfpenny Collection, we
have just three examples in stock of
the celebrated rarity, the 1923
Halfpenny in Fine!
1923 Halfpenny Fine

14

$

2,250
AG654

Always highly sought after, with lower
denomination predecimal coins one of the
most popular elements of Australian
numismatics, this is your chance to
secure the 1911-64 Halfpenny Collection.
Virtually complete, with the only absent date
being the rare 1923 Halfpenny, offered at
left, this important Australian predecimal set
comprises 58 different halfpenny dates &
mintmarks. A genuine, tangible slice of
Australian history, this extensive collection is
headlined by the second and third lowest
mintage dates of the halfpenny series, the

Depression Era 1930 & 1931. Also featuring
the low-mintage 1915H, the collection also
includes the 1918I & 1939 Roo issues – both
recognised as scarce.
In Good to Unc quality, and surprisingly
affordable at just $299, each 58-coin
collection is set in a new-style album with
the title and mintage of each coin noted on
the backing sheets. A fantastic opportunity,
act now – we have limited stock available!
1911-64 Halfpenny Collection
(No 1923) Good-Unc

$

299
18267

E HALFPENNY
COLLECTIONS

AND SAVE

OR

$

50

ERYTHING ON
14&15 AND

E $1,500!

Copper showstopper!
A fantastic opportunity to create a collection
in an instant, we have limited numbers in
stock of the 1911-64 Penny Set!

mintage just 363,000! Joining these key dates,
the collection also comprises the low-mintage
1914, 1915 and 1940 K.G issues.

All but complete, with the only absent date
being the 1930 Penny, at right, this important
Australian predecimal copper set comprises a
whopping 74 different penny dates and
mintmarks! Underpinned by a broad array of
highlights, the collection is headlined by the
second and third lowest mintage issues of the
penny series – the George V 1925 and George
VI 1946. Highly sought after, the 1925 Penny
has a mintage of just 117,000, with the 1946

Graded from Good to Uncirculated condition,
this impressive 74-coin set is housed in the
new-style coin album, complete with backing
sheets noting the title and mintage of each coin!
Seldom offered in such an extensive format,
we have a limited number of sets available.
1911-64 Penny Collection
(No 1930) Good-Unc

$

499
18268

King of Australian Coins
An irresistible opportunity to join the
elite of Australian numismatics,
secure the rare, iconic 1930 Penny
in Fine condition and complete your
1911-64 Penny Collection!
1930 Penny Fine

For more Australian predecimals, visit www.downies.com

27,500

$

AF692
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 Australia’s first commemorative 20c
 Honours 50th anniversary of United Nations
 Seldom seen in change – a must-have in Unc
1995 20c United Nations Unc

$

7

AB958

 Honours Centenary of Australian Federation
 An important, unique, one-year-only type
 Available in Uncirculated condition
2001 50c Federation Coat of Arms Unc

7

$ 50
AH275

 Australia’s very first commemorative $1
 Pays homage to the UN Year of Peace
 Marvellous opportunity – offered in Unc
1986 $1 Year of Peace Unc

16

10

$

AC178

 Honours the world’s greatest cricketer
 ‘Circulation only’ issue: scarce in Unc
 Graded Unc – still remarkably affordable
2001 20c Bradman Unc

10

$

16787

 Official tribute to Year of the Outback
 A beautifully designed commemorative coin
 Premium grade – yours in strictly Unc!
2002 50c Year of the Outback Unc

7

$ 50
AH556

 Marks centenary of Women’s Suffrage
 Scarce – seldom seen in change today
 Keep your collection complete in Unc!
2003 $1 Women's Suffrage Unc

10

$

AK024

 Marks 25th anniversary of decimal currency
 Ram’s Head motif from predecimal shilling
 Extremely low mintage – scarce in Unc
1991 50c Ram's Head Unc

$

12

AA024

 Highlights Australia’s volunteer tradition
 Secure this unique, one-year type in Unc
 Irresistible value-for-money at $7.50 each
2003 50c Australia's Volunteers Unc

7

$ 50
AJ496

 Our 2nd full-colour circulating coin type
 Tiny mintage just one million – scarce
 Tough to find in change in Unc, as here
2013 $2 Coronation Al-Br Unc

4995

$

SH214

Limited numbers remaining in stock!
A limited window of opportunity, we still have a few 2014-18 $1 100
Years of ANZAC Mint Roll Sets available! Encompassing five RAM Mint
Rolls, each comprising 20 coins, this set represents each 100 Years
of ANZAC $1 date from 2014 to 2018. With several of those dates
defined by very low mintages for circulation coins – the 2015 $1 has
a mintage of just 1.3m for example – the chance to secure original
rolls of this important WWI Centenary Series is imperative. Act now!
2014-18 $1 100 Years of ANZAC
- Spirit Lives Mint Roll Set

250

$

18517

Unique C Mintmark $2 type

Must-have for a complete collection

The compulsory complement to the coin at right, the Royal
Australian Mint's 2018 $2 Lest We Forget C Mintmark Al-Br Unc
is important, official and very affordable. Bearing a splendid
representation of the Eternal Flame at the Australian War Memorial,
and strictly limited to a mintage of 40,000, each unique Australian
legal tender full-colour coin is set within an official RAM pack. A
must-have for every collection at an Official Issue Price of just $15!

Issued to honour all who have served Australia in times of conflict,
the 2018 $2 Lest We Forget Al-Br Coin Pack is an important
Australian legal tender presentation – and a must-have to keep your
collection complete. Sure to be hoarded out of circulation, as with
every full-colour $2 commemorative, this is your chance to secure
this important $2 issue in Uncirculated quality. Struck by the RAM,
and a bargain at just $10, each coin is set in a credit card-style pack.

2018 $2 Lest We Forget C
Mintmark Al-Br Unc
Official Issue Price

2018 $2 Lest We Forget Al-Br
Coin Pack

15

$

18342

10

$

18343
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‘The 1930 Penny of
Australian philatelics…’
Like the 1930 Penny, an iconic
rarity spawned by the Great
Depression, the 1932 Sydney
Harbour Bridge 5/- is one of
the most desirable issues in
Australian stamp collecting.
A sensational opportunity, we
have a small number of the
complete 1932 Sydney Harbour
Bridge Stamp Trio in stock
– each featuring the highly
sought after 5/-!
Among Australia’s earliest
philatelic commemoratives, the
5/-, 2d & 3d Sydney Harbour
Bridge stamps were launched
in 1932 to mark the completion
of Australia’s great architectural
triumph. Importantly, the high
denomination 1932 5/- was

issued in tiny numbers. Indeed,
compared to the 2d, of which
37,030,296 were printed, the
5/- had a print-run of a mere
72,500! With so few printed,
and 86 years having passed,
it is no surprise that this iconic
Australian stamp is tough-tofind in any grade.
An authentic keepsake of the
construction of Australia’s great
landmark, we have the complete
1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge
Stamp Trio in Fine Used. Do not
miss this rare opportunity to
own one of Australia’s primary
philatelic icons!
1932 Sydney Harbour
Bridge Trio Fine Used

$

395
AT410

Sydney 2d Type Pair!
A key element of the Australian stamp series, we have BOTH of the 1932
Sydney Harbour Bridge 2d Red stamp types available in Mint Unhinged (MUH)!

Typographed 3d

Engraved 3d

BLUE 3d
FREE

18

As with the 3d and 5/-, the 2d Red was printed in engraved format on
unwatermarked paper. To meet demand for the 2d, another print-run was
completed, with the stamp produced in typographed (surface-printed) format
on ‘CofA’ type 6 watermarked paper. The perfect pair, we have the scarce
Engraved and Typographed 1932 2d in MUH – with the 1932 3d yours for FREE!
1932 2d Red Engraved &
Typographed Pair with 3d Blue MUH

3495

$

18876

Also available as Blocks
of 4 MUH, see Order Form

BUY ALL

985!

$

SAVE $200!
12901

Every stamp from 1966 to 1980!
A comprehensive appreciation of early
decimal philatelic issues of Elizabeth II, this
presentation comprises an example of every
stamp from 1966 to 1980. That’s 378 stamps
and 5 minisheets – all in Mint Unhinged!
While Australia Post has issued albums since
1981, no annual sets were issued from
1966 to 1980. Offered in groups of five from

1966-70, 1971-75 and 1976-80, and filling
the gap between the inception of the decimal
system and first Australia Post album, this
presentation features 15 albums in all.
The only way to conveniently assemble the
early issues in the series, buy the 1966-80
collection and SAVE $200 off the combined
price of the individual 5-album sets!

395

1966-70 Australian Decimal
Stamp Collection MUH

$

1971-75 Australian Decimal
Stamp Collection MUH

$

1976-80 Australian Decimal
Stamp Collection MUH

$

1966-80 Australian Decimal
Stamp Collection MUH

$

AD306

395
AD309

395
AD312

985
12901
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Stunning full-colour – finished in gold!
Eminently historic, extremely exclusive and beautifully
presented, Australia’s First Fleet Halfpenny & Penny Enamel
Collection represents a fascinating voyage into our nation’s past.

´´ Comprises ten Australian
predecimal halfpennies
& one penny

An inspiring tribute to the First Fleet, this collection comprises ten
full-colour, gold-plated halfpennies and one penny. Each coin depicts
one of the First Fleet’s eleven ships, based on a painting by marine
artist Frank Allen. With the mintage just 5,000, and the price so
affordable – just over $14 per coin! – immediate action is a must.

´´ Each enamelled full-colour
coin finished in 24-carat gold!

Australia's First Fleet Halfpenny &
Penny Enamel Collection
Official Issue Price

129

$

17952

´´ Just 5,000 sets issued, each
housed in a presentation case
´´ Includes a booklet listing the crew,
passengers and supplies of the First
Fleet – incorporates a Certificate

Video now available online!
www.downies.com

CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER!
Order securely online at:
www.downies.com

Call 1300 788 358
Mon to Fri from 9am-5pm

PO Box 3131
Nunawading, Vic 3131
Complete the Order Form and mail
in the supplied reply-paid envelope

Visit us at our Melbourne
and Sydney* retail outlets
See Order Form for
contact details

Wholesale Enquires
wholesale@downies.com
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